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Interlibrary Connect – BC Zone 
August 2016 

Below is a list of restrictions on outbound ILC holds applied by some libraries.  The list is 

accurate as of August 15, 2016. 

Besides the hold policies, libraries may apply some other restrictions via item records and 

shelving locations, which make the items' non-holdability viewable in the catalogue. 

 

 

BBUL: 

 3 months age protect via item age 

 6 months age protect via item attribute for adult fiction 

BFRL: 

 3 months age protect 

 no outbound ILC holds on magazine, video, dvd, audiobook-cd 

BFSJA: 

 6 months age protect 

 no outbound ILC holds on dvd 

BGI: 

 6 months age protect between BGI and BSE, 12 months from BC_ILC  

 No outbound ILC holds on BGI new-book, kit, tablet, e-readers, and magazines  
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BGR 

 6 months age protect 

BHA: 

 no outbound hold: magazine 

BHH:  

 no ILC holds on book-club 

BLP: 

 1 year age protect 

 no outbound ILCs on items of branches: GB, BR, BB 

 no outbound ILCs circ modifiers: binder, box, e-reader, kit, library-equipment, restricted-

access  

BMB:  

 3 months age protect; longer age protect via item attribute 

 no outbound ILC holds magazine, dvd, audiobook-cd, audiobook-cassette 

BMK: 

 3 months age protect via item age 

 6 months age protect via item attribute for adult fiction 

 no outbound ILC holds on audiobook-cd, kit, magazine, dvd, special-collection 

BPR: 

 age protect in item attribute  

 no outbound holds on non-circulating, northwest-collection, maps, library-equipment 

BS: 

 6 month age protect 

 no outbound holds on kit 

BSE: 
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 6 months age protect between BGI and BSE, 12 months from BC_ILC 

 no outbound ILC holds on kit, e-reader, magazine  

BSP: 

 outbound ILC holds on book only, excl. new-books, kit, holiday, too. 

BTE:  

 1 year age protect; no outbound holds on kits, literacy kits and library equipment 

BVALE: 

 6 month age protect 

 no outbound ILC holds on compact-disc, dvd, video, magazine 

BWLCRL: 

 age protect in item attribute (viewable on catalogue) 

 no outbound ILC holds on circ mods: alternate-format, audiobook-cassette, audiobook-

cd, cd-and-book, compact-disc, dvd, dvd-feature, video, magazine 

KLF libraries 

 no outbound hold on magazines 

 most libraries apply 1-year age protect 

o except BM and BNA apply 6 months age protect  

 


